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The GoZee app makes the brochure come alive
Explore the brochure with the GoZee app on your smartphone or tablet and find 360° panoramas,
photo galleries, cinemagraphs, direct web access and snap videos via augmented reality.

GoZee: Get started in 30 seconds
1. Go to App Store or Google Play, enter “GoZee”
in the search field and download the app to your
smartphone or tablet.

360º panorama

Photo gallery

2. Open the app and use it on pages with
the GoZee icon.

Web icon

Snap video
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Foreword

On the pulse of the times
Dear Readers,
Based on over 30 years of experience in the sector,
we offer our customers from the hotel trade,
conference centres, hospitals and care facilities an
extensive portfolio with tailor-made solutions in the
areas of conference, network and media technology. We cover the entire range of services, from
individual offers to the complete infrastructure. We
were founded in 1979 and have been part of the
Hohmann Group since 2013, within the framework
of an asset deal. As a system integrator, we support
our customers with a broadly diversified service
and the active development of holistic systems.
Tailor-made solutions, a comprehensive customer
service and innovative technologies are the basis
of our success.

In future, we plan to focus more specifically on
supervising building projects and offering advisory
services in the areas of conference and media technology. The central focus of our work will thereby
be to expand our European network and our range
of services, in collaboration with our local partners.
In the following, you’ll find out more about our
broad-based portfolio. We are, of course, gladly
available for a personal consultation with you at
any time.
Have an interesting and enjoyable read!

About us

Cologne Team

Dresden Team

All from one provider
As a system and complete service provider, we
can offer you all services at one address. Our area
of expertise lies in consulting, planning, installing
and maintaining complete solutions. Our System
Support is available for customers 24 hours a day.
Some milestones in our technological development were network communication via flow data in

1980, Video on Demand systems in 1990, content
distribution via satellite in 2000 and IP over Coax
(CWADT) in 2010. We’re currently developing the
TASCAN dynamic Cloud TV, which is planned to
be available from 2020, as well as an innovative
Room Management system for hospitality, based
on the “IoT” (Internet of Things).

On a dynamic road to success
2013

13 staff

€ 2.5 million turnover

2018

25 staff

€ 4.8 million turnover

2019

30 staff

€ 3.5 million turnover

2023

50 staff

over € 10 million turnover
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Locations

Locations
in Germany
TASCAN Systems GmbH
Headquarter Cologne
Max-Planck-Strasse 38
50858 Cologne I Germany
TASCAN Systems GmbH
Office Dresden
Striesener Strasse 33
01307 Dresden I Germany

Locations

We’re right
where you are!
The headquarters of our rapidly expanding company with
about 30 staff are located in Cologne. A further branch has
been established in Dresden. A Europewide network of
proven partners provides competent, on-the-spot support.

Dresden
Cologne
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Service

Simply great all-round support
Ready to help 24/7!
Whether hotel trade, conference centres, hospital or care facilities, customers or
patients, they can now all count on reliable all-round support. TASCAN is ready
to spring into action for its customers all around the clock, 365 days a year, thus
guaranteeing optimal care for guests. With decades of expertise in the sector, the
TASCAN experts offer their customers fast, competent and pragmatic advice and
support in all technological tasks.

REPAIR

CONSULTING

CONSULTING, SALES &
AFTER-SALES

PROJECT PLANNING,
INSTALLATION & TRAINING

REPAIR SERVICE

Nowadays, it’s more important than ever
to be at the cutting edge of technology.
Whether it involves small project or the
complete conversion and construction
of a system landscape – the TASCAN
staff assist customers in a competent
and solution-oriented way and are also
at their service for all questions relating
to financing and hedging.

Good planning is essential for the smooth,
speedy installation of (new) technical
systems. Only when all the parameters and details of a project have been
precisely thought out is optimal decision-making possible. As experts with
many years’ experience in the sector, the
TASCAN specialists are familiar with the
requirements regarding the installation
of highpower systems in the hotel trade,
conference centres, hospital or care
facilities. They know which devices ensure
smooth, efficient day-to-day business
operations.

Long downtimes are not just annoying
but even, in many cases, an existential
threat. Thanks to a strong network of its
own technicians and well-proven system
partners, as well as its large storage capacities for replacement devices and spare
parts, TASCAN ensures smooth-running
operations in the long term. The company
offers its customers fast, uncomplicated
assistance whenever needed. TASCAN can
spring into action for its customers via
remote access or on-site deployment.

Service
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HERE FOR YOU 24/7

MAINTENANCE

SERVICING &
MAINTENANCE

UPDATES &
UPGRADES

MONITORING

To ensure that the technologies used
are reliable and constantly ready for use,
considerably extended guarantees are
available at TASCAN. It’s also possible
to conclude an appropriate servicing and
maintenance agreement. TASCAN is ready to reliably and competently assist the
customer at any time and proactively monitors their systems. Integrated remote
maintenance guarantees the smooth
running of the systems.

Technological development is progressing
rapidly. As a result, systems are quickly
out-dated and new software versions
become available at ever shorter intervals. TASCAN always keeps a close eye
on current developments and trends.
Customers benefit from this, as they’re
always at the cutting edge of technology and can fully exploit all new and/or
expanded potential uses of the systems.

With the newly developed solution
for active monitoring called “T-Mon”,
TASCAN now has in its portfolio a reliable and innovative tool for monitoring all
IP-capable devices. In the event of a
device fault, T-Mon immediately generates an automatic warning message, thus
making it possible to provide a preventive
service and support for the customer.
Every message is precisely logged and
automatically forwarded to TASCAN, to
enable any necessary action to be taken
immediately.
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Products

One partner
for all tasks
TASCAN’s range of services is as multifaceted as the
needs of our customers. We find the right solutions
together – even for complex challenges.

OUR 360° SERVICE PACKAGE FOR YOU
Consulting, Sales & After-Sales
Project planning, Installation & Training
Repair & Service
Servicing & Maintenance
Updates & Upgrades
Reachable 24x7, 365 days a year
Monitoring for HSIA and more

Ready to perform.
Anywhere. Anytime.

Bose S1 Pro Multi-Position PA System.
www.pro.bose.com

Products
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The Tascan portfolio
at a glance
CONFERENCE TECHNOLOGY
Sound systems
Projection
Presentation systems

MEDIA SOLUTIONS
Displays
Digital signage
Infotainment systems

NETWORK SYSTEMS
	Control system & signal management
Infrastructure
Internet hotspot solution
Video monitoring
Antenna headend

Do you still have questions about our versatile service package?
Then simply phone us. We’re always happy to help!

Professional Guest WiFi
more than 6000 systems worldwide
best value for money

Professionelle Hotel-TV-Lösungen,
die richtig Eindruck machen ...

- das neue Content-Management-System
Alles im Blick dank zentraler Verwaltung:

• Zentrale und intuitive Verwaltung aller Inhalte über benutzerfreundliche Oberﬂäche
• Fernzugriff und Channel-Management
• Sowohl über RF-Koax als auch in IP-Netzwerken (LAN) einsetzbar
Mit Widgets individuelle Inhalte erstellen:

• Einfache Erstellung individueller Inhalte und Designs
• Elegante Templates bieten eine optimale Vorlage für ein perfektes Ergebnis
• Grenzenlose Möglichkeiten durch freie Gestaltung:

TV, Videos, Diashows, News, Bestellungen, Services, Zusatzleistungen und vieles mehr.

... immer passend für Ihr Projekt!
Kombinieren Sie Pro:Centric Direct
mit den TV-Modellen Ihrer Wahl:

Für Budget-Hotels

Für Oberklasse-Hotels

Für Design-Hotels

Der efﬁziente Einsteig: Erleben Sie
die ergonomische Ausstattung
mit bester Prozessorleistung in
Full-HD-Auﬂösung. Beste Leistung
für geringe Investition.

Setzen Sie ein Statement: Das
schlanke Design bringt modernes
Flair und Top-Ausstattung ins
Hotel. Ultra HD garantiert ein
unvergleichliches Seh-Erlebnis.

State-of-the-Art erleben:
Die schlanke OLED-Technologie mit
unfassbarer Ultra-HD-Auﬂösung
und sattestem Schwarz für das
ultimative TV-Erlebnis.

Economy

Upperclass

Highend

Hochbrillante TV-Displays I Innovative Serverlösungen I Cleveres Content-Management

W W W. LG ECO M M E RCI AL.COM
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Conference Technology

Conference technology –
solutions for every need

Technology installed in the conference room at the headquarters of the EVENT Hotel Group
1 Stück

Shure MXCWAPT-WAP
WIRELESS ACCESS POINT I 5GHZ/2.4GHZ, World

16 Stück

Shure MXCW640
Mobile, wireless conference unit with 4.3“ touchscreen, configurable as a conference communication
station for chairpersons, delegates or dual delegates, NFC card reader, tuning function, channel control
for interpreter service, 2 buttons for control, LSP,10-pin microphone connection, mini-USB for on-going
electrical charging, 10-hour operation with SB930 (included in delivery)

16 Stück

Shure MXC420DF/C
Capacitor gooseneck microphone, bendable top/bottom, 50 cm, nodules, with 10-pin
multipin, two-coloured LED ring, GSM- immune

2 Stück

Shure MXCWNCS-E
Charging station for 10 x SB930, charging time 4 hrs, network-compatible, mountable on table, wall or rack

1 Stück

Cisco Switch SG300 10P
Managed network switch I L2 Gigabit Ethernet (10/100/1000)



1 Stück

Panasonic Projector PT-VZ585NE

2 Stück

Barco Clickshare CSE-200 I Wireless presentation systems

2 Stück

Barco Clickshare Trays

1 Stück

Barco Clickshare Button

1 Stück

Comfort 30 silver ceiling mount for projector

5 Stück

Samsung 65EJ690U I 65-inch displays

Conference Technology
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Digital Signage – Innovative conference room signage
TASCAN also offers innovative solutions for signs in conference rooms.

“The product and module of the Signature System that we selected is capable of fulfilling
the possible technical implementations and operating concepts. The system and any
possible features can be expanded at any time. On behalf of the Event Team, we should also
like to thank the responsible staff, who have always been open to all questions and new
approaches, for their excellent support.”

Claudio Trübenbach, Chief Engineer | Marriot Hotels

Innovative, high-powered conference technology is essential
for making functions, conferences and events a complete success. As a specialist in innovative presentation and conference
technology, TASCAN offers its customers a versatile selection of high-quality and userfriendly solutions. The extensive
assortment encompasses a large selection of products that
can be individually adapted to the requirements and wishes
of customers, from a projector to complete conference room
equipment.
Over the past few years, TASCAN has equipped numerous
hotels with the latest functional conference technology and
can thus draw on many years of experience. Completed projects include, among others, the managerial headquarters of
the Event Hotel Group.

MAKING EVERY EVENT A SUCCESS
In the meantime, the EVENT Hotel Group portfolio encompasses
over 80 locations in 50 towns with over 4,500 staff. Outstanding locations, first-class service and cutting-edge technical
equipment are the hallmark of the chain. For the conference
room of the Group’s headquarters in Cologne, TASCAN developed an individually designed communication concept to do
justice to the unusual dimensions of the elongated room and
the resulting acoustic challenge.
The MXCW640 wireless conference communication station
deployed there combines a microphone, loudspeaker and
touchscreen in one integrated, portable unit as an optimal
addition to the communication in any meeting room. The
wireless technology makes it unnecessary to bore holes and
do cabling work, so that the system can be flexibly set up and
dismantled again for conferences in rooms with an optionally
variable seating plan. It has also made it possible to markedly
improve the audibility of all conference participants.
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Media Solutions

Media Solutions –
more than perfect infotainment

Installed Technology
Sound system
Displays
Digital signage
Presentation systems (click share)
Infrastructure (WiFi)
Video monitoring
Antenna headend

Keeping up with the constantly changing and increasing expectations and wishes of today’s guests is a
great challenge for hospitality providers. The hotels
of tomorrow will have to adapt to the guest types
of the future even more sensitively than before.
In the future too, technology and the Internet will
have a great influence on the hotel trade. As an
innovative provider, TASCAN covers the entire range
of top-quality, user-friendly media-technical possibilities with its broad-based portfolio. For example,
in 2018 the Leonardo Royal Hotel Ulm became one
more location to be extensively equipped with the
latest hotel technology by TASCAN.

A GOOD DECISION
Both in the rooms and in the public area and the
conference rooms, free access to highspeed Internet
is available for guests. Video monitoring has been
installed at all the strategically important points in
the indoor and outdoor areas. A new sound system
provides perfect acoustic entertainment in the restaurant, the bar and the lobby. The latest antenna
technology, designed to receive four satellites, makes
it possible for hotel guests to access an extensive
range of international TV and radio stations.

Media Solutions

The six conference and event rooms have also been
optimally equipped. This includes a digital signage
system to show conference participants the way.
Additional sophisticated technical features are the
public address system, the media technology, a professional signal management system and decorative
connector panels at individual conference tables to
enable intuitive use of the presentation modules.

Descender El Screen,
223 x 350 cm
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“Many thanks for the outstanding on-the-spot services
and the top-quality installation service, available at all
times. The TASCAN Team has carried out the work to
perfection and has always given us excellent advice.”
Tim Ziegler, Operations Manager | Leonardo Royal Hotel Ulm

Elpro Concept Screen,
191 x 300 cm
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Network Systems

Network systems –
the future starts today

“We’re extremely happy with the way that TASCAN Systems GmbH conducted the project. The
Zyxel products fulfil our expectations 100 per cent. They function perfectly and can easily be
extended as the need increases. In order to stay competitive, we’re planning to convert further
company locations to the new TV system in the near future. Generally speaking, we place great
value on equipping our hotels with modern technology and thereby rely on having experienced
partners at our side.”
Michael Eckert, Corporate Manager IT | Lindner Hotels AG

There are opportunities in every challenge:
It is our job to find them.
The world is on the move – markets and busi
ness models are changing faster than ever
before. This makes it all the more important
to have a partner who keeps their gaze fixed
firmly on your goals. With LBBW at your side,

Breaking new ground

I0419015_01_01_AZ_LB_ImageBerg_Tascan_186x55_en.pdf - May_21_2019

01_53_20

you can master the challenges that come with
change and stay successful in the future. Don’t
wait any longer. Take the future into your own
hands – visit us today at www.LBBW.de

Network Systems

Sound network technology is indispensable for ensuring that everything runs smoothly in a technical
sense. TASCAN’s own CWADT system landscape
enables hospitality operators to offer their guests
high-performance LAN and WiFi in a straightforward, uncomplicated way. Integrated invoicing solutions offer a clear saving of time and costs. The
latest communication and TV technology is also
being used at the “Am Seestern” Lindner Congress
Hotel in Düsseldorf. All the rooms are equipped
with the latest communication technology, a WiFi
connection and an ethernet network connection
with a high data rate. Free WiFi is available for
guests throughout the hotel grounds.

TASCAN – THE SPECIALIST
IN IPTV SOLUTIONS
TASCAN has for many years specialised in the
conception, configuration, installation and maintenance of interactive TV and computer systems
in the hospitality sector. Due to the positive experience with already completed projects, Lindner
Hotels AG commissioned TASCAN to modernise
the existing TV system and to convert it to an
IPTV solution during on-going operation. One of
the biggest challenges here was the large number
of rooms (about 240), TV sets and TV programmes
that had to be converted at the same time. In addition, the switching times between the individual
TV programmes had to be shorter with the new
system than with the existing solutions with a coax
connection. For this project, a high-performance
network environment was implemented with the
Zyxel hardware.

The expert Guest WiFi solution:

secure
reliable
♥

user friendly

Advantages of the solution
Judder and interference-free picture
Only one remote control
Greeting and information services
Internet access via TV

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE
Due to the high data load of several gigabits that was
expected, a 10-gigabit ethernet solution has been
realised. To achieve this, the Zyxel XGS4728F and
the XS3700-24 operate in combination in the main
network room of the hotel. In this way, it is possible
to create IGMP-routed 10-gigabit connections to the
switches and to the individual IPTVs on all floors.
The XGS4728F receives the broadcasting stations
to be distributed via bundled gigabit connections
from the IPTV headend stations and routes them
on to the requesting IPTVs. In the case of IPTV implementations over large areas, the bandwidth is
utilised very efficiently by the IGMP routing features
of the XGS4728F, in that the multicast traffic is only
relayed to the subscribers to the streams.
With the highly developed traffic control functions
hotels, companies and educational institutions retain full control at all times, remain flexible and are
able to effectively control the traffic of the convergent applications with “full- managed” Layer-2 and
Layer-3 switches from Zyxel.

More than 16 years on the market
together with strong partners like
TASCAN Systems for a better user
experience.
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Professional Display Solutions

Professional Hospitality
at the highest level
Personalisation, communication and information play an increasingly significant role in the hotel business — in no small
part because of the rising expectations of your guests. Philips Professional TVs and digital signage solutions can help you
to raise awareness of your brand name, increase revenues and foster repeated visits. Just think about UHD and Chromecast
for fantastic images and simple guest connectivity or about interactive monitors in lobbies and conference rooms for fast
communications. Anything is possible.

Perfectioning the Smart TV Series MediaSuite
Integrated Chromecast Technology
Thanks to this user-friendly connectivity opportunity, hotel guests can easily
and quickly connect their mobile devices (Android, Microsoft, iOS) to the
television set without logging in or downloading apps so that they can watch
films or other contents on the large-screen television.
Google Play Store
Provides access to thousands of apps such as YouTube, Spotify and many
other services and mediatheques with films, series, music and games.
Opportunities to Interact with Hotel Guests
Optimised content management functions offer adaptation opportunities
to hotels — create your welcoming page in your corporate design and tailor
services to the needs of your guests. Moreover, the television set provides
valuable information for management such as user statistics.
The MediaSuite is available in the formats 32" , 43", 50", 55" and 65".

Digital Signage
Displays
Raising the bar for performance, user
friendliness and simple installation

Designing Conference Rooms Intelligently
Provide your guests with facilities for perfect presentations in the meeting
rooms — the UHD Android display that delights viewers with its clear, highresolution images. You benefit from fast, hardware-free installation and display
local and online contents in outstanding picture quality. The displays of the
Q-Line BDL3050Q are available in the formats 65", 75" and 86".

Small Multitouch Display — Great Effect
Displays in the touch series T-Line range in size from 10 to 86 inches. The 10inch touch display 10BDL4151T can be used optimally for signage in conference
rooms. We offer a second display with capacitative touch, the 24-inch model
24BDL4151T, for use as an information terminal in the lobby to promote
interaction with guests. The displays are driven by the current Android 7 OS.
You will find additional information on Philips Professional Display Solutions
at www.philips.com/professionaldisplaysolutions, or you can contact us by
sending an email to philips.professional.displays@tpv-tech.com.
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brands and products

Our brands
and products

As an integrator of the WISI programme preparation technology, Tascan has already
proved its professionalism and reliability in many projects. It’s also distinguished by
its outstanding expertise in the areas of media, network and conference technology.
We look forward to implementing challenging, innovative projects with the WISI
solutions in close collaboration with Tascan in the future as well.
Jürgen Schmidt, WISI Key Account Management Hospitality & System Integration

brands and products
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Atmosphere –
the entertainment platform of the future
The name is the programme: Atmosphere is the world’s first 4K
ultrahigh-resolution entertainment platform with Live Music
Films and 4K Ambient Films that are as unique as they are
breath-taking. To achieve this, an ambitious content concept
which provides entertainment in a sensitive, impressive form
and creates a very special atmosphere for wellbeing has been
developed. The concept is based on easy-to-operate 4K multichannel technology for the image-synchronised playing of 4
high-definition video streams on 4 displays. The innovative
programme contents are produced exclusively by Atmosphere
Media and transferred to customers’ systems online.
These are offered by subscription as fixed installations in luxury
hotels, holiday resorts, casinos, bars, lounges, restaurants and
cruise liners. The archive already encompasses many music
tracks from outstanding musicians and 4K Ambient Films
and Mood Films.

IMPRESSIVELY DIFFERENT
4K MUSIC FILMS
Music produced in sensational picture and sound quality. All
band members are filmed and produced in portrait format
and then synchronously presented again via the Atmosphere
server, on four displays. Viewers experience the musicians from
close up in an emotionally powerful and completely new way.
4K Ambient FILMS
With 4K Ambient Films, viewers can enjoy extraordinary film
shots of fascinating landscapes and natural wonders, as well
as stunning impressions of international metropoles.
4K Mood FILMS
Based on artistic, ultrahigh-resolution photography. Themed
4K image sequences are created in a film look using sensitive
graphic animations. This opens up a completely new dimension
of interior design for the viewer.

“TASCAN already recognised the potential of Atmosphere for the hospitality industry
very early on. It’s always a pleasure for us to collaborate with TASCAN Systems and to
initiate new, innovative projects. Communication always takes place on an equal footing,
so that we can develop our relationship as partners. We look forward to planning for the
future together and to embarking on new joint projects with outstanding installations,
as we’ll soon be doing in Amsterdam, Berlin and Florence.”
Alain Gilles Bertoni, Creative Director

You can find further
information here:
www.atmosphere4K.com
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Contact

Gladly at your service –
your contact partners at TASCAN

MANAGEMENT

Jochen Ostermeier

René Girrbach

Paulinus Hohmann

Tel.: +49 2234 2045-0

Tel.: +49 2234 2045-0

Tel.: +49 2234 2045-0

E-mail: Jochen.Ostermeier@TASCAN.de

E-mail: Rene.Girrbach@TASCAN.de

E-mail: Paulinus.Hohmann@TASCAN.de

SALES & PROJECTS

Abdelaziz El Jaouhari

Waldemar Kronhardt

Tel.: +49 2234-2045 362

Tel.: +49 2234 2045 363

E-mail: Abdelaziz.Eljaouhari@TASCAN.de

E-mail: Waldemar.Kronhardt@TASCAN.de

Bernd Noster

Jens Haubold

Tel.: +49 2234 2045 365

Tel.: +49 351 501953 84

E-mail: Bernd.Noster@TASCAN.de

E-mail: Jens.Haubold@TASCAN.de

Contact

HERE FOR YOU 24/7
ADMINISTRATION

Irene Gogos

Annette Schuffenhauer

Sonja Eigen

Tel.: +49 2234 2045 137

Tel.: +49 351 501953 60

Tel.: +49 2234 2045 131

E-mail: Irene.Gogos@TASCAN.de

E-mail: Annette.Schuffenhauer@TASCAN.de

E-mail: Sonja.Eigen@TASCAN.de

SERVICE

Andrea Ince

Ralf Halking

Tel.: +49 2234 2045 340

Tel.: +49 2234 2045 111

E-mail: Andrea.Ince@TASCAN.de

E-mail: Ralf.Halking@TASCAN.de

Cologne Fax
+49 2234 2045-123
Dresden Fax
+49 351 652842 89
Abdelgawad Elnatareny

Volker Nebel

Tel.: +49 2234 2045 227

Tel.: +49 2234 2045 223

E-mail: Abdelgawad.Elnatareny@TASCAN.de

E-mail: Volker.Nebel@TASCAN.de
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ADVERTORIAL

Connecting,
entertaining
and caring
for guests with
Gäste
verbinden,
umsorgen
und unterhalten
modern
hospitality
displays from Samsung!
mit
modernen
Hospitality-Displays
von Samsung!
Die
der Hotelgäste
vonare
heute
wachsen.
Aufenthaltes
sie modern
auf moderne
TechnoThe Ansprüche
demands of today's
hotel guests
growing.
DuringWährend
their stayihres
they do
not want to wollen
do without
technologies
in
logien
aufThe
dem
Zimmer
nicht verzichten.
Der Zugang
persönlichen
und beruflichen
Inhalten
Programmen
the room.
access
to personal
and professional
contentszuand
programs conveys
a comfortable
feelingund
of home.
vermittelt dabei ein komfortables Gefühl von zu Hause.
Samsung's smart hospitality displays provide hotels with creative and exciting solutions to delight their guests while ensur-

Samsungs
smarte Hospitality-Displays
bieten Hotels kreative und spannende Lösungen, ihre Gäste zu begeistern
ing high operational
efﬁciency.
und gleichzeitig für eine hohe betriebliche Effizienz zu sorgen.
Intuitive user interfaces allow guests to control many room settings. At the same time, hotel operators have many opportunitiesintuitive
to informBenutzeroberflächen
and entertain their guests
with aGäste
rangeviele
of centrally
controlled, customized
content.Gleichzeitig
This enableseröffnen
them to
Durch
können
Raumeinstellungen
kontrollieren.
beneﬁ
t from
efﬁcient communication
and personalized
customer
care,Reihe
whichvon
is possible
a comprehensive
overhaul
sich
für
Hotelbetreiber
viele Möglichkeiten,
ihre Gäste
mit einer
zentralwithout
gesteuerten,
maßgeschneiderof the
infrastructure
in many cases.
ten
Inhalten
zu informieren
und zu unterhalten. Zumal profitieren sie so von einer effizienten Kommunikation

sowie einer personalisierten Kundenbetreuung, was in vielen Fällen auch ohne umfassende Überholung der InSamsung Hospitality
stand for digital hospitality with a variety of hospitality features for fascinating and individual
frastruktur
möglich Displays
ist.

entertainment. See for yourself how you can create an exciting and unforgettable guest experience with modern hospitality
displays from Samsung.

Samsung Hospitality Displays stehen für digitale Gastfreundlichkeit mit vielfältigen Hospitality Features für
faszinierendes und individuelles Entertainment. Überzeugen Sie sich selbst, wie Sie mit modernen Hospitality
Why should you offer your guests less?

Displays von Samsung ein aufregendes und unvergessliches Gasterlebnis schaffen können.
Warum sollten Sie Ihren Gästen weniger bieten?

The digital
ﬂipchart
fromvon
Samsung
– The creative
Das
digitale
Flipchart
Samsung
solution
for your
conference
rooms
Die
kreative
Lösung
für Ihre
Konferenzräume
Whether
start-up,
medium-sized company
or corporate
The world
of work is beOb
Start-up,
mittelständisches
Unternehmen
odergroup:
Konzern:
Die Arbeitswelt
coming
moremobiler.
and more
mobile.
The Samsung
Flip is sich
based
today‘s
meeting
culture
wird
immer
Der
Samsung
Flip orientiert
anon
der
heutigen
Meetingand canund
adapt
ﬂexibly
the requirements
of your guests.
Therefore
it is designed
to be
kultur
kann
sichtoflexibel
den Anforderungen
Ihrer
Gäste anpassen.
Daher
transportable
and space-saving.
ist
er transportabel
und platzsparend konzipiert.

The Samsung Flip convinces with vivid depictions in engraved sharp UHD image quality.
Der
Samsung Flip überzeugt mit lebendigen Darstellungen in gestochen

By changing from the horizontal to the vertical and vice versa, the contents can be dis-

scharfer UHD-Bildqualität. Durch den Wechsel von der horizontalen in die verplayed in the appropriate format.

tikale Darstellung und umgekehrt können die Inhalte im passenden Format
wiedergegeben werden.

Via an intuitive direct connection – with or without cable – the Samsung Flip connects
to compatible PCs, notebooks, smartphones, etc. Your guests can safely store notes from

Über eine intuitive Direktverbindung – mit Kabel oder ohne – lässt sich der

meetings and important content and directly by e-mail to all participants or with their

Samsung Flip mit kompatiblen PCs, Notebooks, Smartphones etc. verbinden.
colleagues via mobile and digital channels.

Ihre Gäste können Notizen aus Meetings und wichtige Inhalte sicher speichern
und direkt per Mail an alle Teilnehmer senden oder mit ihren Kollegen über

A real eye-catcher for your conference rooms and a real added value for the meetings

mobile
und digitale Kanäle teilen.
of your guests!

Ein richtiger Blickfang für Ihre Konferenzräume und ein echter Mehrwert für die Meetings Ihrer Gäste!
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